IR spectroscopy of monohydrated tryptamine cation: rearrangement of the intermolecular hydrogen bond induced by photoionization.
Rearrangement of intermolecular hydrogen bond in a monohydrated tryptamine cation, [TRA(H(2)O)(1)](+), has been investigated in the gas phase by IR spectroscopy and quantum chemical calculations. In the S(0) state of TRA(H(2)O)(1), a water molecule is hydrogen-bonded to the N atom of the amino group of a flexible ethylamine side chain [T. S. Zwier, J. Phys. Chem. A 105, 8827 (2001)]. A remarkable change in the hydrogen-bonding motif of [TRA(H(2)O)](+) occurs upon photoionization. In the D(0) state of [TRA(H(2)O)(1)](+), the water molecule is hydrogen-bonded to the NH group of the indole ring of TRA(+), indicating that the water molecule transfers from the amino group to NH group. Quantum chemical calculations are performed to investigate the pathway of the water transfer. Two potential energy barriers emerge in [TRA(H(2)O)(1)](+) along the intrinsic reaction coordinate of the water transfer. The water transfer event observed in [TRA(H(2)O)(1)](+) is not an elementary but a complex process.